The Fourth International Chinese Language Processing Bakeoff was held in 2007 to assess the state of the art in three important tasks: Chinese word segmentation, named entity recognition and Chinese POS tagging. Twenty-eight groups submitted result sets in the three tasks across two tracks and a total of seven corpora. Strong results have been found in all the tasks as well as continuing challenges.
Introduction
Chinese is a kind of language which does not use word delimiters in its writing system. Now a days, under the background of information explosion, many application oriented natural language processing task become more and more important, such as parsing and machine translation. Chinese tokenization, as the foundation of many downstream processing tasks, has attracted lots of research interest. However, it is still a significant challenge for all the researchers. SIGHAN, the Special Interest Group for Chinese Language Processing of the Association for Computational Linguistics, conducted three prior word segmentation bakeoffs, in 2003 , 2005 and 2006 (Sproat and Emerson, 2003 Emerson, 2005; Levow, 2006) , which established benchmarks for word segmentation and named entity recognition. The bakeoff presentations at SIGHAN workshops highlighted new approaches in this field.
The fourth bakeoff was jointly held with the First CIPS Chinese Language Processing Evaluation in the summer of 2007, and co-organized by SIGHAN, Chinese LDC, and the Verifying Center of Chinese Language and Character Standards of the State Language Commission of P.R.C. In this bakeoff, we continue the Chinese word segmentation and named entity recognition tasks. Furthermore, a new evaluation task has been augmented, the task for Chinese POS tagging. In this evaluation task, a participating system will take a given segmented corpus as the input, and only the POS tagging performance will be evaluated. Both closed and open track are available for this task. data providers were requested to supply the training and test corpora in both the standard local encoding and in Unicode (UTF-16). For all providers, missing encodings were transcoded by the organizers using the appropriate software. Primary training and truth data for word segmentation were generated by the organizers via a C++ program by uniforming sentence end tags and delimiters. For test data, all tags removed except sentence end tags.
Comparable XML format data was also provided for all corpora and all tasks. Except as noted above, no additional changes were made to the data furnished by the providers. 
Rules and Procedures
The fourth Bakeoff followed the structure of the former three word segmentation bakeoffs. The only difference is that participating groups ("sites") registered online and for those who could not access our web site, email registration is acceptable; On registration, all the groups are asked to identify the corpora and tasks of interest. Training data was released for download from the online registration system on August 25, 2007. Test data was released on September 25, 2007 and results were due 12:00 Beijing Time on September 28, 2007. Scores for all submitted runs were emailed to the individual groups on October 15, and were made available to all groups on a web page a few days later.
Groups could participate in either or both of two tracks for each task and corpus:
In the open track, participants could use any external data they chose in addition to the provided training data. Groups were required to specify this information in their system descriptions.
In the closed track, participants could only use information found in the provided training data. Groups were required to submit fully automatic runs and were prohibited from testing on corpora which they had previously used.
Scoring was performed automatically using a C++ program. In cases where naming errors or minor divergences from required file formats arose, a mix of manual intervention and automatic conversion was employed to enable scoring. The primary scoring program was made available to participants for follow up experiments.
Participating sites
A total of 42 sites registered, and 28 submitted results for scoring. A summary of participating groups with task and track information appears in Table 2 . A total of 263 official runs were scored: 166 for word segmentation, 33 for named entity recognition and 64 for POS tagging.
Results and Discussion

Word Segmentation Results & Discussion
There are five corpus provided in the CWS track. The statistics for these corpora are in Table 3 . We introduce a type-token ration(TTR) to indicate the vocabulary diversity in each corpus.
To provide a basis for comparison, we computed baseline and possible topline scores for each of the corpora. The baseline was constructed by leftto-right maximal match algorithm, using the training corpus vocabulary. The topline employed the same procedure, but instead used the test vocabulary. These results are shown in Tables 5 and 6. For the CWS task, we computed the following measures: recall (R), precision (P), equally weighted Fmeasure (F = 2P R/(P + R)), the recall, precision and F-measure on OOV (R OOV , P OOV , F OOV ), and recall, precision and F-measure on in vocabulary words (R IV , P IV , F IV ). In and out of vocabulary status are defined relative to the training corpus. Following previous bakeoffs, we employ the Central Limit Theorem for Bernoulli trials (Grinstead and 
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33 Pohang University of Science and Technology Across all corpora, the best closed track F-score was achieved in the SXU corpus at 0.9623.In the open track, two systems that has exceeded the topline in the CTB corpus, and there are also three runs approaching the topline. This might because of the overlapping of testing data in this bakeoff and the training data in the last bakeoff.
According to the statistics on all the corpus for this bakeoff, there is no clear negative linear correlation between the OOV rate of a corpus and the highest score achieved on it, since the OOV words are not the only obstacle for segmentation systems to overcome.
There are some difference in the segmentation scoring system between this bakeoff and the former ones. The precision and F-measure for both IV and OOV are appended. It could be observed that, from the result tables in every corpus, the highest total F-measure is always coming up with the highest OOV and IV F-measure rather than the recall of them. So, we consider the F-measure of both IV and OOV words a more powerful indicator for the performance of the segmentation systems in some sense.
Named Entity Recognition Results & Discussion
There are only two corpus CITYU and MSRA for named entity recognition task in this bakeoff. For statistics, we compute the OOV rate of named entities for each corpus, which denotes the proportion of named entities in testing data that are not seen in training corpus.
For each submission for named entity recognition, like the former bakeoff, we compute overall phrase precision (P), recall(R), and F-measure (F), as well as the F-measure for each entity type (PER,ORG,LOC). The only difference is the recall and precision for each entity type is appended.
We compute a baseline for each corpus as in the bakeoff-3. A left-to-right maximum match algorithm was applied on the testing data with a named entity list generated from the training data. This algorithm only detects those named entities with one unique tag in training data, others are considered as incorrectly tagged. These scores for all NER corpora are found in Table 18 . Named entity recognition results for all runs grouped by corpus and track appear in Tables 19-22 ; all tables are sorted by F-score.
It is shown in the result table that the baseline and the system performance for MSRA corpus are better than those for CITYU corpus. However,the statistics is showing that the number of named entities in CITYU training corpus is twice as large as the number in MSRA corpus. The system performance for these two corpus are consist with the OOV rate for these two corpora. Therefore,it seems that OOV named entities is a principal challenge for named entity recognition systems. Furthermore, the F-measure of organization name recognition is the lowest one in every participant's result on every corpus. This phenomenon is potentially implying that the organization name is the most difficult one among the three categories of named entities.
There are several systems participating both the closed and open track on the same corpus. All of them perform better in the open track. This phenomenon is implying that proper external information can strongly affect the performance of named entity recognition system. since the testing data MSRA is a subset of the training data for last bakeoff, two sites have achieved novelly high scores in the open track.
POS Tagging Result & Discussion
There are five corpora in the Chinese POS tagging task, each of them is built on different tag set and tagging standard. For statistics and evaluation, we define several terms for this task:
• Multi-tag words: the words that been assigned more than one POS-tag in either the training corpus or testing corpus. For instance, if an IV word has only one POS-tag in the training corpus, but has other POS-tags in the testing corpus, it is a multi-tag word.
• OOV tag: If a tag of a word is found in the test corpus, but not in the training corpus, or the word itself is an OOV word, the corresponding word-tag pair is called OOV tag.
• IV tag: if the pair of word and tag does occur in the training corpus, the pair is called IV tag.
• IV multi-tag words: the multi-tag words that occurred in training data.
For each submission, we compute total accuracy (A T otal ),IV recall (R IV ), OOV recall (R OOV ), and IV Multi-tag word recall (R M T IV ) for evaluation. The formula for total accuracy is: A T otal = Ncorrect N truth , where N correct denotes the number of words that are correctly tagged, and N truth denotes the number of words in the truth corpus.
The recall for IV, OOV and IV Multi-tag words are supposed to indicate participating system's performance on these three categories.
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The baseline of each corpus is calculated by generating a list of words and POS tags from the training corpus, then: 1. tagging those IV words in the testing corpus which have only one POS tag in the list. 2. for those IV words that have not only one tag in training corpus, the unique most frequent tag in training corpus will be assigned to them. 3. for each IV word that does not have a unique most frequent tag in training corpus, one of its tag which is most frequent in the overall phase is assigned to it; 4. for those words that do not fall into any of the former three categories are assigned with a overall most frequent tag.
The topline algorithm is similar to baseline, instead the list of words and POS tags is generated from testing corpus.
Chinese POS tagging results for all runs grouped by corpus and track appear in Tables 27-36 ; all tables are sorted by A T otal .
The baseline and topline has shown that, with preliminary knowledge and mechanical algorithm, it is easy to achieve an accuracy over approximately 0.85. When excluding the effect caused by OOV tags, the accuracy can even be over 0.93.
There are two kind of problem in POS tagging task we should cope with: multi tag disambiguation and unknown words guessing. We could consider that the value of (topline -baseline) is the accuracy drop caused by unknown words guessing, and the value of (1 -topline) is the accuracy drop caused by multi tag disambiguation. The average of these two value is 0.0628 and 0.0600, therefore these two kind of problem can equally affect the performance of POS tagging system. For this reason, unlike the topline of Chinese word segmentation, the topline of Chinese POS tagging could be easily exceeded by tagging systems, because the algorithm of this topline just excludes the effect of OOV tags, which is not a dominant determinant in this task.
In closed track, the highest total accuracy is achieved in the NCC corpus which has the lowest OOV tag rate, and the lowest total accuracy is achieved in the CITYU corpus which has the highest OOV tag rate.
Most of the participants outperformed baseline, some have exceeded topline. When comparing the OOV recall and IV multi tag word recall with topline, participant's system can easily approaching or surpass the IV multi tag word recall, but none system could successfully approach the OOV recall. This might because participant's systems do better in solving the multi tag disambiguation problem than in coping with the unknown words guessing problem.
Conclusions & Future Directions
The Fourth SIGHAN Chinese Language Processing Bakeoff successfully brought together a collection of 28 strong research groups to assess the progress of research in three important tasks, Chinese word segmentation, named entity recognition and Chinese POS tagging, that in turn enable other important language processing technologies. The individual group presentations at the SIGHAN workshop will detail the approaches that yielded strong performance for both tasks. Issues of out-of-vocabulary word handling, annotation consistency and unknown guessing all continue to challenge system designers and bakeoff organizers alike.
In future analysis, we hope to develop additional analysis tools to better assess progress in these fundamental tasks, in a more corpus independent fashion. Such developments will guide the planning of future evaluations.
Finally, while Chinese word segmentation, named entity recognition and Chinese POS tagging are important in themselves, these three enabling technologies are also the foundation of those upper level applications such as parsing, reference resolution or machine translation. To evaluate the impact of improvement in these three technologies on the subsequent applications is still the future work for this evaluation.
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